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MISCALCULATING ACCOUNTABILITY  
Kentucky’s School Financial Reports Just Don’t Add Up   

A Bluegrass Institute Policy Point by Richard G. Innes • November 2020 

 
The Bluegrass Institute for Public Policy Solutions (BIPPS) frequently receives questions about 
financial information for Kentucky’s public schools. Kentuckians want important information like 
how much their child’s school really gets in per-pupil funding and how much money the state 
and the school district hold back from the amount actually reaching their child’s school. 

However, we’re hampered in our ability to answer these questions due to important credibility 
issues we’ve discovered during past attempts over many years to accurately determine 
spending data for each school. Simply put, the numbers just don’t look right. 

We hoped the school-level financial picture was going to 
improve with passage of the federal Every Student 
Succeeds Act of 2015 (ESSA). This act included 
requirements for public reporting of school-level finances, 
something not previously required by either federal or 
Kentucky laws. Per ESSA, school-level financial reporting 
was to start with data from the 2018-19 school year. 

We expected to see the first numbers when the 2018-19 
Kentucky School Report Cards came out in October 2019. However, the online report cards 
were posted with blanks in areas reserved for reporting per-pupil spending information. An Excel 
spreadsheet for school-level spending wasn’t made available at that time, either.

Kentucky’s 2018-19 school level financial data finally was made available on May 26, 2020, 
nearly three months after the COVID-19 pandemic shut down schools for the last part of the 
2019-20 school term.  In addition to uploading some financial information in each school’s 1

individual  report card,  an Excel spreadsheet  with some combined data for all schools also 2 3

was released at that time by the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE). That Excel 
spreadsheet offers several financial items for each school as listed in Table 1.
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Table 1  

 
Notice in Table 1 the funding comes from three main sources: federal, state and local. For 
reasons unknown, the spreadsheet groups state and local funding amounts together into one 
number such as “Personnel Spending from State/Local Funds Divided by Student Membership” 
even though separating state and local dollars would be more useful. 

Table 1 contains very limited data by offering only two breakdowns of the spending types: 
money spent on personnel and that for all other spending listed as “Non-Personnel.” 

There are also columns showing purported total spending per pupil from both types of federal 
spending, personnel and non-personnel, and a separate but similar accounting of total spending 
of combined state and local money.

Finally, the last data field item shows alleged total overall spending per pupil in each school from 
all funding sources.

Also note that the field names as shown in the far-right column of Table 1 are used in the 
following tables in this Policy Point along with the related data set labels.

In examining Table 1, it is obvious there isn’t a lot of spending information. By way of 
comparison, the KDE’s district level Revenues and Expenditures reports break spending down 
in much more detail, including numerous accounts that might be worthwhile using at the school 
level such as those in Table 2.4
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Table 2  

 
Clearly, the school-level spending breakout is far less detailed.

Even though the school-level data is limited and state and local dollars have been lumped 
together, the organization of the KDE’s spreadsheet invites several different types of analyses. 

• The first and most obvious analysis is to simply rank all schools for their total spending 
from all sources to see if some schools spend extraordinarily low or high amounts 
compared to other schools. 

• A second analysis is to examine how well reported total federal spending compares with 
the sum of the reported federal personnel plus non-personnel spending.

• A third analysis, similar to the second, is to look at how well the state/local total spending 
compares to the sum of the state/local personnel plus non-personnel figures.

Initially, those three examinations were all we intended to perform. However, more analyses 
were added after the results from the first three proved problematic.

• A fourth evaluation was undertaken to look at how well the sum of the four individual 
personnel and non-personnel figures compared to the reported overall total spending in 
each school.

• Two final examinations looked only at the sums of personnel spending from federal and 
state/local sources and the sums of non-personnel spending from federal and state/local 
sources.

MUNIS Account Codes Used for District Level Repor;ng

1000" "Student Support 3400" "Other Non-Instruc:on

2100" "Instruc:on Staff 3900" "Facili:es Land/Site Acquisi:on 

2300 "School Admin 4100" "Facili:es Land Improvement 

2400" "Business 4200" "Facili:es Architecture and Engineering

2500" "Plant Opera:ons 4300" "Facili:es Educa:on Specifica:on

2600" "Pupil Transporta:on 4400" "Facili:es Building Acquisi:on & 
Construc:on 

2700" "Other Support Services 4500" "Facili:es Site Improvement 

2900 " "Food Service 4600" "Facili:es Building Improvement

3100" "Day Care Opera:ons 4700" "Other Facili:es Acquisi:on

3200" "Community Services
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All results from the analyses were assembled into a BIPPS Excel spreadsheet which is 
available online.  That spreadsheet reveals some schools have obviously non-credible data. 5

____________________________________________________________________________

The BIPPS spreadsheet contains three main sections:

1. A “BIPPS Cover Sheet” page which has a brief explanation of the remaining worksheets. 
This tab is colored yellow.

2. The “Cover Sheet” and “DATA” sheet as downloaded from KDE’s school report cards 
web site, on orange-colored tabs marked “KDE COVER SHEET” and “KDE DATA.” 
These are as downloaded except that on the “KDE COVER SHEET” the link to the 
spreadsheet is added as the “Source” item at the very bottom of the worksheet. Also, the 
notation “KDE” is added to each tab’s title to show the source for that tab.

3. Other worksheets, found on green-colored tabs, assembled by BIPPS. These include a 
number of different sorts of the data as described below. 

____________________________________________________________________________

“Sort on Total Spending” Excel Tab – How the overall total figures looked

This worksheet is sorted on the last 
column in the original KDE Excel 
Spreadsheet, the 
TOTAL_PER_STU_ALLFUNDS column, 
which is translated on the KDE Cover 
Sheet to be the “Total Spending per 
Student - All Fund Sources.” Table 3 
captures the very top and very bottom 
parts of the “Sort on Total Spending” tab.

It’s easy to see that even the results from 
this very simple analysis reveal some 
obviously non-credible data.  

As seen in Table 3, the reported top 
spending school in Kentucky, Paris Middle School, shows a totally non-credible total per-pupil 
spending amount of $1,304,139. 
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Table 3  

 
Just below Paris Middle, the Creekside Elementary School in Hardin County supposedly spent 
an almost as outrageous $262,794 per pupil. 

Creekside is directly followed by three more schools, also from the Hardin County school 
district, all with similarly incredible total spending claims.

But not all Hardin County schools show such outlandish spending figures. Central Hardin High 
School and Hardin County’s North Middle School reportedly spent far lower amounts per pupil, 
though the amounts claimed even for these schools appear out of line considering the average 
per-pupil spending in Kentucky in 2018-19 is reported as $14,063.6

Clearly, something is amiss.

Hardin County isn’t alone, either. The Martin County High School supposedly spent a still rather 
impressive $41,003 per student, which also stands out when you consider the average 
spending per pupil statewide across Kentucky. Did Martin County High School really spend 
$41,003 per student in 2018-19 when the statewide average spending per student was just over 
$14,000 that year? If so, Martin County should be running away from the rest of Kentucky 
academically. But in 2019 KPREP testing, this high school’s report card says it scored below 
state average in both reading and math. 
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Clearly, more research is needed to see if Martin County High is providing good bang for the 
buck. But, before getting excited about this, Kentuckians need to be sure that Martin County 
High’s spending information is accurate.

Other schools also spent at least twice the statewide total per pupil average – if the KDE’s 
spreadsheet is to be believed. For example, the Crums Lane Elementary School, also listed in 
Table 3, supposedly spent $28,192 per pupil. Now, Crums Lane’s school report card shows it is 
high minority and high poverty. So, this apparently quite high spending figure might be accurate, 
but the figure still warrants more analysis to insure it is correct.

Things also look somewhat unusual, at best, when we 
examine the bottom of Table 3.

At the very bottom of the “Sort on Total Spending” 
worksheet extract is Webster County’s Sebree Elementary 
School, which supposedly only spent $5,977 per pupil in 
total in 2018-19. If this is really true, parents, students and 
teachers should consider suing for a lack of equitable 
support given that the average per pupil total spending 
across Kentucky was over $14,000.

Also, near the bottom of the worksheet, listed just four 
rows above Sebree, is the Dixon Elementary School, also from Webster County. Dixon 
supposedly gets $7,427 per pupil, considerably more than Sebree. 

But, consider this: according to data in each of these two schools’ listings in the Kentucky 
School Report Cards for 2018-19, Sebree has 75.4% eligibility for school lunches (a poverty 
measure) while Dixon’s eligibility rate is much lower at 43.5%. Also, other report card data 
indicate that 23.5% of Sebree’s students are students with disabilities while only 15.9% of 
Dixon’s students have similar challenges. Finally, Sebree is heavily populated with minority 
students as only 48.4% of the enrollment is composed of white students while 96.5% of the 
students in Dixon are white.

Based on those demographics, we would expect to see more money on a per pupil basis going 
to Sebree. However, Dixon gets much higher funding, instead. If the financial data in the 
Kentucky Department of Education’s Excel spreadsheet is correct, it could point to significant 
funding inequity in Webster County. However, before Sebree parents get excited, more research 
is called for first, because we are not confident that the very low Sebree numbers in the KDE’s 
school spending file are accurate.

____________________________________________________________________________

One final note: if we accept the KDE’s funding information, that would mean Crums Lane 
Elementary’s funding is over 4.7 times higher than Sebree’s. That huge difference doesn’t seem 
credible and could point to more equity issues – if the funding data is close to accurate. 
____________________________________________________________________________  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We broke the data down in several different ways 

We wanted to see if additional interesting things popped out when we looked at subsections of 
the data. First, we checked if the sums of individual funding source sub-areas, both federal and 
state/local, made sense. Here is how that turned out.

“Federal Sum Checks” Excel Tab – Does federal personnel spending plus federal non-
personnel spending equal total federal spending?

The DATA tab from the KDE spreadsheet reports several different categories of spending in 
schools along with several supposed “Total” columns. According to the legend on the “KDE 
COVER SHEET” tab, three columns deal only with federal per-pupil spending in each school. 
These columns are for:

• “Personnel Spending per Student - Federal Funds,” Labeled 
“PERSON_PER_STU_FED” on the actual spreadsheet,

• “Non-Personnel Spending per Student - Federal Funds,” Labeled 
“NONPERSON_PER_STU_FED” and

• “Total Spending per Student - Federal Funds,” Labeled “TOTAL_PER_STU_FED.”

One would assume that the last of these three columns, which is supposed to cover total 
spending per student from federal funds, would be equal to the sum of the first two columns. 
That assumption is explored in our Excel spreadsheet’s “Federal Sum Checks” tab. In this 
worksheet, the Fed Sum Checks column shows the difference between the sum of the 
“Personnel Spending per Student - Federal Funds” plus “Non-Personnel Spending per Student 
- Federal Funds” and the “Total Spending per Student - Federal Funds” column. One would 
expect there to be no difference, and this is the case for many schools. However, there also are 
a number of schools where the sum does not equal its parts. Those differences are shown in the 
“Fed Sum Checks” column in the Excel spreadsheet. The largest deviations in the “Federal 
Sum Checks” are shown in Table 4, and some are considerable.

For example, Williamstown Elementary School reported personnel spending from federal 
sources of $14,639 and non-personnel federal spending of $543, which adds up to $15,182. 
However, the total federal fund spending listed for this school in the KDE’s spreadsheet is only 
$1,638. Here, the total is $13,544 less than the sum of the parts shown in the “Fed Sum 
Checks” column.

Shouldn’t the sum of the parts always equal the whole?

Certainly, some of the differences shown in Table 4 are quite large, raising major concerns 
about data accuracy and even basic bookkeeping.
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Table 4  

 
At the bottom of the worksheet, the Cumberland County High School shows relatively low 
figures for both the “Personnel Spending per Student - Federal Funds” and “Non-Personnel 
Spending per Student - Federal Funds” but somehow the officially reported “Total Spending per 
Student - Federal Funds” winds up to be $12,890 higher than the sum of those two sub-total 
figures. 

How is this possible? Is something other than personnel and non-personnel funding included in 
the federal total for Cumberland County High? If so, what is it and why isn’t this substantial 
amount properly accounted for? 

Certainly, all the large differences between the sum of the sub-total amounts and the overall 
reported totals need attention, but several large discrepancies such as in Cumberland High and 
Williamstown Elementary seem much more problematic. Nevertheless, this clearly dubious data 
exists in the KDE’s school funding data, raising serious concerns about the information’s 
quality. 

In addition to the federal personnel and non-personnel funding breakdowns, we ran another, 
similar breakdown for spending from state and local sources combined. Let’s see how that 
looks.
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“State-Local Sum Checks” Excel Tab – Does the state/local personnel spending plus non-
personnel spending equal total state/local spending?

This tab performs a similar examination to the one explained above for the Federal Sum 
Checks, but this time looking at how well the sum of the two components of combined state and 
local funding, “Personnel Spending per Student - State/Local Funds” plus “Non-Personnel 
Spending per Student - State/Local Funds” compares to what is presented as the “Total 
Spending per Student - State/Local Funds.”

Table 5 summarizes the schools with the largest discrepancies on our Excel spreadsheet’s 
“State-Local Sum Checks” tab.

Table 5  

 
Topping the Table 5 list is North Hardin High School, where the sum of the “Personnel Spending 
per Student - State/Local Funds” and “Non-Personnel Spending per Student - State/Local 
Funds” columns is FAR above the total shown in the “Total Spending per Student - State/Local 
Funds” column. The discrepancy, as shown in the “State/Local Sum Checks” column, is an 
astronomical $362,745 per pupil! 

In North Hardin High School’s case, both the combined state and local personnel and the state/
local non-personnel amounts appear to be way out of line, and their sum is FAR higher than 
what is reported as the total of all state and local spending. In fact, both individual sub-areas of 
state/local funding are way above the supposed total amount of spending from these sources. 
This just isn’t credible.

Other large discrepancies amounting to hundreds of thousands of dollars are found at the top of 
the worksheet for other Hardin County schools. But, curiously, the Central Hardin High School’s 
discrepancy, while certainly problematic, is far lower than the discrepancies for schools listed 
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above it, again making it less likely a blanket reporting mistake was made in all Hardin County 
schools.

The bottom of the Excel spreadsheet’s “State-Local Sum Checks” tab is also very problematic, 
as shown by the bottom half of Table 5.

At the very bottom is Ludlow High School, where the sum of the state/local personnel and non-
personnel funding per pupil is off by $14,840 per pupil compared to the reported total. 

Together, the sum of Ludlow High's state-local personnel and non-personnel spending per 
student is only $4,405. But, total spending per student in this school from state/local funds is 
reported to be much higher at $19,245. Where did the thousands of extra dollars shown in this 
school’s total state/local spending come from if it wasn’t from personnel or non-personnel? 
Where is the explanation for this? How can we use such dubious data intelligently?

All told, as shown in the full Excel worksheet, 62 schools have State/Local sub-amounts that are 
more than $1,000 lower than the claimed total per pupil spending from local plus state sources. 
Where is that extra cash coming from? Does it exist at all?

Deciding to look deeper

Given the problems we identified with our first two checks of sums versus sub-amounts, we 
decided to dig some more, eventually adding three more tabs to our Excel spreadsheet.

“Sum of Individual Items v Total” Excel Tab – Does the sum equal the whole of the parts?

Things certainly get more interesting when we add the four sub-areas of spending together and 
compare that to the reported overall spending totals. 

We added the “Personnel Spending per Student - Federal Funds” plus “Non-Personnel 
Spending per Student - Federal Funds” plus “Personnel Spending per Student - State/Local 
Funds” plus “Non-Personnel Spending per Student - State/Local Funds” columns and then  

compared the result to the amounts shown in the Total Per 
Student All Funds column. We explore this in greater detail 
in Appendix A but summarize a few key points here. 

Topping this worksheet is North Hardin High School, where 
the sum of the four separate federal and state/local funding 
elements exceeds the reported overall total by a whopping 
$236,948 per pupil. 

In fact, there are 71 schools on the full Excel worksheet tab 
where the sum of the parts exceeds the reported total by at 
least $1,000. No reputable accountant would accept such 
irreconcilability.

At the bottom of this listing, Paris Middle School shows an 
enormous disparity in the opposite direction, with the supposed total funding amount exceeding 
the whole of its parts by a truly astonishing $1,291,277 per pupil, which isn’t remotely possible. 
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Just above Paris, the Martin County High School still shows a really big discrepancy between its 
reported overall total spending per student and the sum of the various parts that supposedly go 
into that total figure. The Martin County overall total spending is shown as $41,003 per pupil – 
$28,234 per pupil more than the total of the school’s listed personnel and non-personnel costs. 
How can that be? Where’s the extra money in the total figure coming from if it isn’t personnel or 
non-personnel spending, and why isn’t that large figure identified?

 "Personnel Only Sums" Excel Tab – How much in total is spent on personnel?

This tab in our Excel worksheet computes the sum of only the federal and the state/local 
personnel funding amounts for each school. The resulting sum is shown in the " Total Personnel 
Spending, Local, State and Federal" column. Appendix B has greater details on this part of our 
study, but here are a few findings.

Several Hardin County schools appear at the top of this list, most with numbers that absolutely 
defy credibility. Can it really be that North 
Hardin High School spent a whopping 
$334,462 per pupil in 2018-19 on 
personnel? If so, there either is a small 
army of staff members or those staff 
members include several multi-
millionaires.

At the other end of the spectrum for 
total personnel spending is Bedford Elementary School, which reportedly only spent $421 from 
federal sources on personnel and just $597 in additional personnel spending from state/local 
funding, for total per-student personnel spending of only $1,018. 

Could that make sense?

Consider this: A first grade teacher in Bedford Elementary might have about 16 to 20 students. 
Even if the number of students is 20, at only $1,018 per head, that would only generate a total 
of $20,360 total to pay this teacher with nothing left to cover the principal, secretary, school 
lunch personnel and so forth.

In fact, as of 2018-19, the actual average teacher salary in Trimble County, where this 
elementary school is located, was $51,220  – more than twice the figure that can be supported 7

with a per student personnel amount of just $1,018. 

Bedford’s total spending amount doesn’t make sense.

Using the same logic, the $1,686 per-pupil total spending reported for Sutton Elementary School 
in the Owensboro Independent School District would only generate $33,720 in a 20-student 
classroom, not nearly enough to cover the 2018-19 costs when the average teacher’s salary in 
this district was $52,957.

Clearly, at least in some cases, the true personnel costs must be very different from what is 
stated in the School Report Cards data.
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"Non-Personnel Only Sums" Excel Tab – How much in total is spent on non-personnel 
costs?

This final worksheet adds the amount of “Non-Personnel Spending per Student - Federal 
Funds” plus “Non-Personnel Spending per Student - State/Local Funds” together to compute a 
"Total Non-Personnel Spending, Local, State and Federal" amount for each school. 

Once again, Hardin County has several schools at the top of this worksheet with amounts which 
are tens of thousands of dollars higher than the next following schools.

The other end of this worksheet includes multiple schools from the Owensboro Independent 
School District with total non-personnel spending figures that just don’t seem credible, either. 

For example, the top spender for non-personnel costs in 2018-19 was Hardin High School, 
which shows a massive $52,207 spent per student. The lowest spending high school was 
Owensboro High School, supposedly managing with non-personnel per-pupil spending of just 
$312 per student! Neither sum seems likely. Explore more on this in Appendix C.

What might explain the fiscal reporting problems?

Financial accounting system complexity – The school-level finance figures in the school 
report cards are derived from the KDE’s MUNIS financial accounting system, which is used in all 
of the state’s school districts. Even a cursory examination of the many publications used to 
describe this system  reveals its massive complexity, which is expected given the complex 8

nature of school operations in general. Such complexity of course, is difficult to manage. 

The Chart of Accounts is supposed to direct the loading of spending information into MUNIS. 
However, even the “Quick Reference Guide” for the Chart of Accounts for the 2020-2021 school 
term  has 11 different tabs with as many as 505 different codes included on each tab. And, this 9

is only a quick reference! 

Clearly, even a very diligent attempt to correctly enter 
spending data into the MUNIS system is no small 
challenge. And, actual experience shows that MUNIS isn’t 
always properly loaded.

The first major revelation about MUNIS coding problems 
was made during the development of Legislative Research 
Report 338 by the Kentucky Legislative Research 
Commission’s Office of Education Accountability (OEA). 
This report, “Indicators of Efficiency and Effectiveness in 
Elementary and Secondary Education Spending,” was 
issued on Dec. 5, 2006 and later revised in 2013.10

Originally, the OEA was charged to conduct spending efficiency studies, a “bang for the buck” 
analysis. However, it became apparent to the agency that the data quality in the MUNIS figures 
was not solid enough to justify doing detailed efficiency work, and instead space was devoted in 
the report’s Appendix E to catalog-specific MUNIS data integrity issues identified by the OEA.
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It’s worth noting that the 2013 revision to the report still details in Appendix E eight pages’ worth 
of problems with specific MUNIS codes. The same appendix also includes several other tables 
showing state and federal grant money that was used for “Disallowed Expenditures,” indicating 
possible additional confusion about not only coding of this money but actual authorized uses, as 
well.

Financial accounting quality control problems continue – Obviously, problems with MUNIS 
are not exactly news considering they date back to 2006. Still, more recent evidence shows that 
MUNIS today continues to suffer from data integrity issues. Some of that evidence comes from 
a series of draft attempts to create financial accounting documents to meet the new ESSA 
school-level reporting requirements. In the draft school-level expenditures report for Pike 
County’s schools,  a curious entry surfaced for the school bus garage showing an expenditure 11

for “Instruction” for the garage. But, this is where buses are maintained and not where students 
are educated.

Table 6
Extract from Pike County Schools’ Draft School-Level Expenditures Report for 2017-18 

(Item in Red Added) 

  
 
A query to the KDE revealed this district was using the MUNIS code assigned to capture school-
bus expenditures for something else entirely. 

Clearly, there’s inadequate oversight of the use of MUNIS as this error was repeated in the Pike 
County draft school-level expenditures report for 2018-19, as well. 

How many other intentional coding deviations occur across Kentucky? No one knows.

Additionally, we got the impression that the KDE might believe it is limited in its ability to get 
local districts to follow MUNIS coding accurately. That needs more research.
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Complexity in creating the school report card financial information

Even if the MUNIS system were completely accurate, creating the school-level financial 
information in the school report cards is a daunting challenge for local district finance personnel, 
several of whom mentioned that the instructions sent by the KDE on how to calculate the 
various report-card numbers from MUNIS are involved. 

Consider this definition example, which was extracted from the 2018-19 Kentucky School 
Report Cards Glossary provided by staff at the KDE’s Division of District Support: 

Personnel Spending per Student - State/Local Funds

Total personnel expenditures from state/local funds divided by the student membership. 
Total personnel expenditures from state/local funds are defined by using: Fund 2x, 51; 
Functions between 1000 - 3900 and not functions 33xx or 34xx; Expenditure Objects 
01xx - 02xx; projects "NOT" starting with 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; plus Fund 1; Functions between 
1000 - 3900 and not functions 33xx or 34xx; Expenditure Objects 01xx - 02xx. School-
level calculations for this data point are provided by the district, while the district-level 
calculations for this data point are calculated at KDE from Annual Financial Report data 
provided and verified by the district.12

Got that? 

Again, several district finance personnel told us that the detailed directions to assemble this 
were complex, at best.

In fact, when we contacted the Paris Independent School District to find out what happened with 
the obviously wrong $1.3 million spending figure for Paris Middle School, we were told that the 
person entering the data for this school also included the cents part of the sum. Apparently, the 
KDE’s software wasn’t set up to accept that and a true spending amount of $13,041.39 turned 
into $1,304,139 instead.

However, no one caught this obvious error. As shown in the screen-shot extract of the header 
and Financial Transparency Section of the school’s report card, shown in Figure 1, the wrong 
figure remained online over four months after we brought it to the attention of finance officers at 
KDE on July 2, 2020. This major error was still being reported as this report was being finalized 
in mid-November.
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Figure 1

Screen Shot of Paris Middle School’s Report Card, Financial Transparency Section 
(Items in Red Added) 

 
Why wasn’t some simple error-catching logic added to the KDE’s computer programming to 
detect such a massive error before it was officially published? And, why is it taking so long to fix 
this problem? Shouldn’t the obviously wrong figure at least be blanked out until the correct one 
(which already exists) can be added? Why is the public being provided such obvious errors 
months after they were identified?

By the way, the Paris Middle School’s problem 
due to including the cents with the dollar figure 
won’t explain the Hardin County problems. For 
example, if Creekside Elementary’s reported per 
pupil spending figure of $262,794 (also still being 
reported as of October 21, 2020) had the same 
sort of error, then Creekside would actually have 
only spent $2,627.94 per pupil, a figure way too 
low to be credible. 

So, it looks like a different problem, also uncaught, 
is involved with the Hardin County errors.

These problems relate to something else we heard 
from the KDE staff. The KDE has no way to confirm accuracy of the school-level data being 
loaded into the report-card database by local school districts. 
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It appears that if we had not discovered it, the $1.3 million mistake for Paris Middle School and 
the other obviously wrong data in the report cards likely would live on forever. In fact, those 
errors seem to be living on, anyway, at least so far.

Is there any emphasis on trying to fix the MUNIS problems?

Recent events indicate this important question might not currently have an acceptable answer. 

In 2019, the Kentucky Board of Education, which at the time was filled entirely with former Gov. 
Matt Bevin’s appointees, established a Finance Committee to devote the extra time needed to 
develop more transparent education financial reports. 

Unfortunately, just as soon as Kentucky’s current governor, Andy Beshear, took over in 
December 2019, he immediately replaced the entire board with new members. 

One of the very first actions taken by that “Beshear Board” was to terminate the Finance 
Committee, saying at the time that the entire board would consider any finance issues. 
However, due to the complex nature of the finance situation, the full board would never be able 
to devote adequate time to fix the problems, which is why the now-displaced board had added a 
finance committee almost as soon as it was totally composed of Bevin appointees.  

This abrupt and ill-advised action by the Beshear Board sent a message that fixing the issues 
with education-finance reporting would not be a priority. The extra time the board needs to make 
this happen simply isn’t going to be available if the entire board must sit in on every detail.

At the very least, there doesn’t seem to be any sense of urgency to fix the kind of problems that 
resulted in the erroneous data for Paris Middle School, which should have at least been 
removed from the report cards pending development of the correct figure. Yet, months later, it 
remains uncorrected and available to mislead any member of the public who accesses the 
school’s report card.

Summing up

Kentuckians obviously can’t place much trust in a set of fiscal data that seems to have so many 
major issues. Some of the data is unquestionably in error. The enormous mistakes for Paris 
Middle School and some of Hardin County’s schools are issues anyone spending any amount of 
time with this data should have noticed. But, these mistakes were not identified until the 
Bluegrass Institute examined the data. Even worse, the erroneous spending figures still 
remained online months after they were identified. 

Other data, while not nearly as out of line as that for Paris Middle and some Hardin County 
schools, still looks dubious. Did Martin County High School really spend nearly three times as 
much per pupil as the average for all schools in Kentucky? 

Also, at the very least unexplained is how the sums of subsets of data don’t agree with the 
reported totals for such subsets. Are there other hidden spending amounts that somehow didn't 
get included as either "personnel" or "non-personnel" spending? If so, what are those extra 
spending amounts for? Why are they not in either the "personnel" or "non-personnel" spending 
pots yet somehow included in the total figure?
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Kentuckians deserve much better accounting for their 
state’s massive education spending where it counts 
most – at the school level. If we had such data, and 
hopefully at a more detailed level, we could start to 
do some meaningful bang-for-the-buck studies that 
might help us identify educational approaches that 
work well at reasonable costs. Absent solid financial 
information, such studies are not possible.

So, it’s clear: the first cut at providing school-level 
spending data for Kentucky needs a lot more work to 
make it credible much less useful. 

What can be done?

At the very least, the KDE needs to run the sort of 
reasonableness checks that we conducted for this 
Policy Point to find and remove gross errors and highlight other figures that at least warrant 
more checking. Outlier data like that we found for Paris Middle School and several Hardin 
County schools should never have been released to the public. 

Going forward, it would be wise to develop a review process so that whoever computes and 
posts the school level fiscal data has additional ways to ensure the numbers posted in the report 
card are correct.

Kentuckians also would be better served by getting more detail than what’s provided in the 
current school report cards’ Excel file.

Since the Kentucky Board of Education has displayed a general disinterest in doing the 
important work to provide actionable fiscal data for our state’s schools, legislators should 
consider creating an independent civilian finance committee to oversee the development and 
reporting of accurate and useful education finances presented in a way that would facilitate 
useful research. Such a committee should include finance experts as well as representatives 
from the education, business and research communities and possibly the state auditor’s office 
who are capable of evaluating, analyzing and utilizing the data if it were better organized and 
presented.
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Appendix A “ –Sum of Individual Items v Total” Excel Tab  
Does the sum equal the whole of the parts?

This spreadsheet compares the difference between the supposed total of all funding found in 
the “TOTAL_PER_STU_ALLFUNDS” column and the sum of the amounts found in the 
“Personnel Spending per Student - Federal Funds” plus “Non-Personnel Spending per Student 
- Federal Funds” plus “Personnel Spending per Student - State/Local Funds” plus “Non-
Personnel Spending per Student - State/Local Funds” columns. Discrepancies are highlighted in 
yellow in the full Excel worksheet, and there are a multitude of them. Table A captures the top 
and bottom listings from the full Excel worksheet.

Table A
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North Hardin High School shows at the top. Its sum of the four separate federal and state/local 
funding elements exceeds the reported overall total by a whopping $236,948 per pupil. 

North Hardin High isn’t unique, either. Overall, there are 71 schools in the full Excel worksheet 
where the sum of the parts exceeds the reported total by at least $1,000. 

At the bottom of the listing, Paris Middle School shows an enormous disparity in the opposite 
direction, with the supposed total funding amount exceeding the whole of its parts by a truly 
astonishing $1,291,277 per pupil, which simply isn’t even remotely possible. Of course, this 
error seems to be due to an input mistake that no one caught or so far has chosen to fix. But, 
there are more problems at the bottom of Table A.

For example, just above Paris, the Martin County High School still shows a large discrepancy 
between its reported overall total spending per student and the sum of the various parts which 
supposedly go into that total figure. If Martin County really is spending a total of $41,003 per 
pupil, where’s the extra $28,234 per pupil coming from if it isn’t for personnel or non-personnel 
costs (which seem to be all-inclusive in the total)?
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Appendix B – "Personnel Only Sums" Excel Tab 
How much in total is spent on personnel?

This tab in our Excel worksheet computes and ranks the sum of only the federal and the state/
local personnel funding amounts for each school, showing the result in the " Total Personnel 
Spending, Local, State and Federal" column. Table B summarizes the top and bottom entries. 

Table B

 
Again, several Hardin County schools appear at the top of this listing, most with numbers that 
absolutely defy credibility. Otherwise, there are serious numbers of multi-millionaires working 
among the personnel in that school system.

At the other end of the spectrum for total personnel spending is Bedford Elementary School, 
which reportedly only spent $421 from federal sources on personnel and just $597 in additional 
personnel spending from state/local funding, for total per-student personnel spending of only 
$1,018. 

Let’s discuss why the Bedford Elementary School result isn't credible. A first grade teacher in 
Bedford Elementary might have about 16 to 20 students. Even if the number of students is 20, 
at only $1,018 per head, that would only generate a mere total of $20,360 to pay this teacher, 
with nothing left to cover the principal, secretary, school lunch personnel and so forth. 

In fact, as of 2018-19, actual average teacher salary in Trimble County, where this elementary 
school is located was $51,220  – more than twice the figure that can be supported with a per-13

student personnel amount of just $1,018. 

Using the same logic, the per pupil total spending reported for Sutton Elementary School in the 
Owensboro Independent School District, $1,686, would only generate $33,720 in a 20-student 
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classroom. That won’t work to cover the 2018-19 costs when average teacher salary in this 
district was $52,957.

Clearly, at least in some cases, the true personnel costs must be very different from what is 
stated in the School Report Cards data.
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Appendix C – "Non-Personnel Only Sums" Excel Tab 
How much in total is spent on non-personnel costs?

This final worksheet, summarized in Table C, adds the amount of “Non-Personnel Spending per 
Student - Federal Funds” and “Non-Personnel Spending per Student - State/Local Funds” 
together to compute a "Total Non-Personnel Spending, Local, State and Federal" amount for 
each school. The table is ranked on the far-right column  
.

Table C
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Even when we look at the total non-personnel funding, Hardin County has several schools at 
the top of the list with amounts tens of thousands of dollars higher than the next following 
schools.

At the other end of this worksheet we find multiple schools from the Owensboro Independent 
School District with total non-personnel spending which just doesn’t seem credible, either. 

Just above the Owensboro listings is a school from the Beechwood Independent School District. 
Both are small geographic area districts that might reasonably be expected to have much lower 
than normal school bus costs. Still, the overall figures look awfully low for Owensboro.

Consider Owensboro Middle School. According to the KDE data above, the school reportedly 
only spent $268 per student on non-personnel items in 2018-19. For some perspective, the 
spending for the median school in our “Non-Personnel Only Sums” Excel spreadsheet tab is 
Rogers Elementary School in Wolfe County. Rogers spent $1,909 per student on non-personnel 
items, over seven times what Owensboro Middle School supposedly was able to make do. Does 
that seem credible? A significant amount of additional research, which is beyond the scope of 
this paper, would be needed to determine if it’s even possible to operate a school with such low 
financing.

Of course, if Owensboro is really doing this for such low cost, the rest of the state needs to learn 
about that right away. But, let’s get the finance numbers checked before we start chasing after 
what looks like a miracle of school management. 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ENDNOTES 

 Kentucky Department of Educa:on, “Kentucky School Report Card financial data features new financial narra:ve,” 1

News Release 20-124, May 26, 2020. Online at: h_ps://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/KYDE/bulle:ns/
28d7ff0.

 The Kentucky School Report Card for any school can be obtained from this web site: h_ps://2

www.kyschoolreportcard.com/home?year=2019.

 The Excel Spreadsheet with all the schools’ data can be accessed here:  3

h_ps://openhouse.educa:on.ky.gov/Data/Download?
file=SPENDING_PER_STUDENT.xlsx&path=SRC%5CDatasets%5C20182019.

 These accoun:ng elements are from the Kentucky Department of Educa:on’s 2018-19 Revenue and Expenditures 4

Report’s 1819 AFR Expenditures tab. Report is online here: h_ps://educa:on.ky.gov/districts/FinRept/
Documents/Revenues%20and%20Expenditures%202018-2019%20ADA.xlsx.

 Find the BIPPS spreadsheet at: h_p://www.bipps.org/wp-content/uploads/SPENDING_PER_STUDENT-w-Added-5

Sheets.xlsx.

 The Statewide spending per student is listed in the Financial Transparency sec:on of the home page of each 6

school’s Kentucky School Report Card. Access from the link in endnote 2.

 The Kentucky Department of Educa:on has an Excel spreadsheet that reports the average classroom teacher 7

salaries for each school district in Kentucky. It is online here: h_ps://educa:on.ky.gov/districts/FinRept/
Documents/Average%20Classroom%20Teacher%20Salaries%20(1989-2020)%20ADA.xlsx. 

 Material related to MUNIS can be found at this link: h_ps://educa:on.ky.gov/districts/pages/munis-guides.aspx?8

View=MUNIS+Guides&Title=Table+Viewer+Webpart. 

 The MUNIS Quick Reference Guide for 2020-21 is online here: h_ps://educa:on.ky.gov/districts/FinRept/9

Documents/
NEW%20KDE%20Chart%20of%20Account%20Segment%20Descrip:ons%20ADA%20FY2020-2021.pdf.

 The original version is: Seiler, Marcia Ford, et al, Kentucky Legisla:ve Research Commission, Indicators of 10

Efficiency and Effec:veness in Elementary and Secondary Educa:on Spending,” Frankfort, Kentucky, December 5, 
2006. The 2013 revision is available online here: h_ps://apps.legislature.ky.gov/lrc/publica:ons/
ResearchReports/RR338.pdf.

 The drap Pike County school-level expenditures report was online for a :me at the Kentucky Department of 11

Educa:on’s web site but is no longer available online.

 This comes from the KDE’s “glossary for the Finance Domain” provided by e-mail on July 2, 2020 by the Kentucky 12

Department of Educa:on’s Office of Finance and Opera:ons. Not believed to be online.

 The Kentucky Department of Educa:on has an Excel spreadsheet that reports the average classroom teacher 13

salaries for each school district in Kentucky. It is online here: h_ps://educa:on.ky.gov/districts/FinRept/
Documents/Average%20Classroom%20Teacher%20Salaries%20(1989-2020)%20ADA.xlsx. 
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